
NISSAN PATHFINDER
GENUINE ACCESSORIES
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PATHFINDER accessorised with front and 
rear corner styling bars (09 & 13), chromed fog 
lamps rings (10), 18" alloy wheels (04), chromed 
mirror caps (18) and front park sensors (02).
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With Nissan's GPS Tracking 
System (03), enjoy true peace 
of mind and the reassurance of 
constant protection. If your 
PATHFINDER is confirmed as 
stolen, our call centre will 
contact the local Police, who  
can use the Tracking System's 
constant homing signal to 
precisely locate and recover your 
car. The system protects your 
PATHFINDER 24 hours a day.

I’d be lost without you
New Ground

Take your PATHFINDER down a different road with 
Nissan Genuine Accessories. With attractive additions 
such as these stainless steel styling bars (08,13) and a 
bold set of alloy wheels (06), you’ll find you’re both on 
the same track. 

1/ Front styling bar (08) 
2/ 16" alloy wheel* (05)

3/ 17" alloy wheel* (06)

4/ Chromed mirror caps (18) and wind deflectors (25)

5/ Rear corner styling bars, stainless steel (13)

* Not applicable to UK specification vehicles. 17" alloy wheels are a standard feature.
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1/ Side claddings with stainless steel upgrade (20 & 22) 
2/ Hatch tent* (29), 3m x 3m, with zippered, adjustable sleeve that converts the load space into a sleeping area. Two large 

entrance doors and large mesh windows. Equipped with 2m x 2m canopy and external rain fly; converts easily to a stand-
alone, self-contained ground tent. 

3/ Side bars with steps (15).
4/ Bumper seats (70). Extra seating for picnics, barbeques or just admiring the view, these square cushion seats are made of 

high density foam for comfort and are covered with a durable, washable black textile cover. A fabric flap unrolls to protect 
your legs from any dirt on the bumper. 

5/ Portable tyre step (28). Put this clever aluminium accessory on the rear wheel, then step on it: now you can reach the 
bottom of your roofbox or attach those straps you couldn’t get your hands on before!

Come rain or shine, camping has never been so good. Create a cosy ambiance 
with your PATHFINDER by converting the load space into a sleeping area, or 
detach the hatch tent (29) completely for a sense of self-containment.

It’s the atmosphere that counts 
Climate Change

PATHFINDER accessorised with rear 
park sensors (01) and illuminated side 
bars (16).
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Let the fusion process begin
Grafting Skills

FLEXIBLE000 10001111100000011101111101100000101010000 1111 00000001101110000011FFFFFFF 1011001 LOADCARRIER

PATHFINDER wants to play with you – and to make it happen, there’s 
a whole range of tailor-made accessories cut out for your sports 
activities and away days. Funny, it’s as if they’ve always been there.
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1/ Fixed towbar (30) with 3.5-tonne towing capacity with electrics (35)

2/ Flanged towbar (32) with 3.5-tonne towing capacity with electrics (35)

3/ Removable towbar (31) with 3.5-tonne towing capacity with electrics (35)

4/ Towbar bicycle carrier (33-34). Fits easily onto any Nissan towbar, carries two 
bicycles safely, tilting mechanism for easy trunk access. 

5/ Aluminium loadcarriers* (41)

6/ Aluminium loadcarriers* (41) and aluminium luggage rack (44) with elastic net (50)

7/ Cross bars (42) with Pacific 100 roofbox (52)

PATHFINDER 
accessorised with steel 
loadcarrier (40) and 
slidable ski carrier (49).

OWTOW
CAPACITYAPACITY

TTHHEAVY WWEI

4 PAIRS OF SKIS++4 PAIRS OF SKIS4 PAIRS OF SKIS4 PAIRS OF SKIS4 PAIRS OF SKIS

* Steel and Aluminium loadcarriers are not 
applicable for UK specification vehicles as roof rails 

come as a standard feature. Cross bars instead of 
loadcarriers are required for vehicles with roof rails.
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Floor mats available in desert or graphite 
velour (76-77) or anthracite standard textile (75), 
or rubber (78).
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1/ Rear centre armrest (67)

2/ Illuminated entry guards (63) and illuminated side bars (16). When you open the door, the entry guard’s PATHFINDER logo lights up the side bar and 
illuminates the ground so you can step in confidently. 

3/ Telephone cup holder (68). A smart solution for storing your phone, iPod or MP3 as well as pens and note paper. This neat accessory with its 
integrated note pad just slots into the cup holder. 

4/ Litter bin (69)

In touch with Mother Earth
Natural Order

Taste the grit with Pathfinder’s rugged floor mats and earthy seat fabrics. Tough standard (75), 
velour (76-77) and rubber (78) meet in natural shades of Graphite, Anthracite or Desert - born  
of the land.
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1/ Stickers (56-61)

2/  Nomadic ashtray and cigarette 
lighter (66) 

3/ Safety kit (79-82)

4/  Locking wheel nuts (07) to protect 
your valuable alloy wheels from theft.

Your PATHFINDER has endless capacities –cultivate them by ordering your Nissan Genuine 
Accessories now and stay on top form. 

Essential Nutrients for Sustainable Development
Full Bloom

My Tribal Nissan Sticker My Tribal Nissan Sticker My Green Nissan Sticker

My Nissan 4X4 Sticker

My Mythic Nissan Sticker

My Lovely Nissan Sticker

My Tribal Nissan Sticker My Hawaïan Nissan Sticker EXTERIOR

PARKING SYSTEMS
(01)   Rear park sensors

(02)   Front park sensors

SECURITY
(03)   Nissan Tracking System

ALLOY WHEELS
(04)   18" alloy wheel

(05)   16" alloy wheel

(06)   17" alloy wheel

(07)   Locking wheel nuts

FRONT STYLING 
(08)   Front styling bar - stainless steel

(09)   Front corner styling bars - stainless 

steel

(10)   Chromed fog lamp rings

REAR STYLING 
(11) Rear door handle protection set

(12) Tailgate entry guard

(13)   Rear corner styling bars - stainless 

steel

(14) Roof spoiler

SIDE STYLING
(15)   Side bars with steps

(16)   Illuminated side styling bars - 

stainless steel

(17) Aluminium side steps

(18)   Chromed mirror caps

(19) Side cladding - front doors

(20)   Side cladding - front doors with 

stainless steel upgrade

(21) Side cladding - rear doors

(22)   Side cladding - rear doors with 

stainless steel upgrade

EXTERIOR UTILITY
(23) Mudguards - front set

(24) Mudguards - rear set

(25)   Wind deflectors

(26) Hood deflector 

(27) Body side mouldings

(28)   Portable tyre step

(29)   Hatch tent

TOWBARS
(30)   Fixed towbar

(31)   Removable towbar

(32)   Flanged towbar

(33)   Towbar bicycle carrier - 7 pin TEK

(34)   Towbar bicycle carrier - 13 pin TEK

TOWBAR ELECTRICAL KITS
(35)   Towbar electrics kit (TEK) - 7 pins

(36) Towbar electrics kit (TEK) - 13 pins

TOWBAR ACCESSORIES
(37) Rockinger coupling

(38) Jaw & pin coupling

(39) Jaw & pin & ball coupling

ROOF BARS / LOADCARRIERS
(40)   Steel loadcarriers*

(41)   Aluminium loadcarriers*

(42)   Cross bars for roof-railing

ROOF ACCESSORIES
(43) Steel luggage rack

(44)   Aluminium luggage rack

(45) Bicycle carrier, Thule FreeRide 530

(46) Bicycle carrier, Thule ProRide 591

(47) Ski/snowboard carrier (up to 3 pairs)

(48) Ski/Snowboard carrier (up to 4 pairs)

(49)   Ski/Snowboard carrier, slidable  

(6 pairs)

(50)   Elastic net for luggage rack

ROOF BOXES (volume litres / 
dimensions mm / max load kg)
(51) Roof box Ranger 90 (340 / 

1100x800x400 / 50)

(52)   Roof box Pacific 100 (370 / 

1390x900x390 / 50)

(53) Roof box Atlantis 200 (440 / 

1750x820x450 / 75)

(54) Roof box Ocean 700 (450 / 

2320x700x390 / 50)

(55) Roof box Spirit 820 (480 / 

2300x820x360 / 75) 

STICKERS
(56)   My Mythic Nissan sticker

(57)   My Green Nissan sticker

(58)   My Hawaiian Nissan sticker

(59)   My Tribal Nissan sticker

(60)   My Lovely Nissan sticker

(61)   My Nissan 4x4 sticker

INTERIOR

AUDIO
(62) MP3 Connector

INTERIOR STYLING
(63)   Illuminated side entry guards

INTERIOR UTILITY
(64) Partition rack (for 2nd row position only)

(65) Trunk divider

(66)   Nomadic ashtray (smoker kit)

(67)   Rear centre armrest

(68)   Telephone cup holder

(69)   Litter bin (2 compartments)

(70)   Bumper seats

TRUNKLINERS
(71) Trunkliner hard type for 3rd row position

(72) Trunkliner hard type for 2nd row position

(73) Trunkliner soft type, for 2nd & 3rd row 

position (2 pieces)

(74) Trunkliner soft type for 2nd row position

FLOOR MATS
(75)   Textile mats - standard anthracite 

 (3 row set of 5 mats)

(76)   Velour mats - graphite (3 row set of 

5 mats)

(77)   Velour mats - desert (3 row set of  

5 mats)

(78)   Rubber mats (3 row set of 5 mats)

GENERAL ACESSORIES

SAFETY

(79)   Warning triangle

(80)   First aid kit (case)

(81)   First aid kit (bag)

(82)   Safety jacket

Full accessory range

* Steel and Aluminium loadcarriers are not applicable for UK specification vehicles as roof rails come as a standard feature.  
Cross bars instead of loadcarriers are required for vehicles with roof rails.
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SHIFT_ the way you move

Visit our websites at: 

www.nissan.co.uk 

www.nissan-aftersales.co.uk

Every effort has been made to ensure that the content of this publication is correct at the time of going to press (May 2010). This brochure has been produced featuring prototype vehicles exhibited at motor shows. In accordance with 
the company’s policy of continuously improving its products, Nissan International reserves the right to change at any time the specification, the vehicles and the accessories described and shown in this publication. Nissan dealers will 
be informed of any such modifications as quickly as possible. Please check with your local Nissan dealer to receive the most up-to-date information. Because of the limitations of the printing processes used, the colours shown in this 
brochure may differ slightly from the actual colours of the paint and interior trim materials used. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or part of this brochure without the written permission of Nissan International is forbidden.

This brochure is made from chlorinefree paper – 05/2010 – Printed in EU – Part number: 99999-93191.  
Created by NEW Robinson Creapress France – Tel.: +33 40 62 37 37 and produced by E-GRAPHICS\FRANCE. France – Tel.: +33 1 49 09 25 35.

Dealer stamp:

NISSAN GENUINE PARTS
Quality, safety and performance: Nissan Genuine Parts guarantee your complete driving 
experience over time and distance. Environmentally - friendly, state-of-the-art, equipment 
specifically designed for your Nissan, available at your Nissan dealer. You can always trust 
Nissan to look after your Nissan.

We see SHIFT_ as an invitation. To challenge whatever feels too familiar. To open your 
mind to the unfamiliar. To ask the questions no-one else is asking. And to find answers 
no-one else can. At Nissan, we do this every day. And it shapes everything we do. The result 
is a line-up of vehicles that represents a pure, uncompromising shift from the ordinary.
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